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1431 another diamond hair clip 

at the entrance of the filming set, teng qingze was being held by teng siqing’s manager as they looked 

around at the surrounding streets. 

hearing the little dumpling’s voice, teng qingze’s handsome little face instantly turned pink as he looked 

towards the mother and daughter. 

she didn’t make a sound and only nodded her little head. 

the little furball immediately became happy and ran over to teng qingze with its short legs. 

“wait, tang tang, slow down!” 

luo chenxi quickly chased after her and held the little dumpling’s hand for fear that she would trip on 

her way. 

the little furball slowed down, but it still walked toward teng qingze. it only stopped when it was right in 

front of him. 

“brother qingze! do you miss tang tang?” 

hearing the little furball’s blunt question, teng qingze’s face turned even redder. 

he pursed his lips and fumbled around in his pocket. he took out a small box and placed it in front of the 

little dumpling. 

“… tang tang, this is for you!” 
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luo chenxi lowered her head to take a look. there was an exquisitely-made hair clip in the box. the hair 

clip was even embedded with shimmering rubies and crushed diamonds. 

“wow … good drifting brew!” the little dumpling’s eyes widened in admiration. 

teng qingze couldn’t even lift his head. he could only stammer,”for … for you.” 

luo chenxi clicked her tongue in wonder as she watched from the side. 

in the past, bo shaoxuan had also given her little dumpling a hair clip. now, teng qingze was giving it to 

her as well … were diamond hair clips the trend nowadays? 

however, teng qingze was really too shy. he blushed easily, unlike bo shaoxuan, who ran over by himself 

and clipped the hair clip on the little dumpling’s hair. 

“big sister, can i accept candy?” 

luo chenxi was in a daze when she suddenly felt someone hugging her thigh. 

the little furball raised its head and blinked its big eyes, looking at her with anticipation. 



although xiao tuanzi was the mu family’s pampered little princess, she had been well educated since she 

was young and knew that she shouldn’t simply accept expensive gifts from others. 

of course, brother shaoxuan had received gifts since he was young, so it was fine. however, brother 

qingze had just met her. 

hence, the little dumpling did not accept the hair clip immediately despite her fondness for it. instead, 

she turned around and asked for luo chenxi’s opinion. 

“this … is indeed too expensive. we can’t accept it. tang tang, be good. if you like it, go back and ask your 

father to make one for you, okay?” 

“oh … alright then.” 

the little ball was a little regretful, but it still obediently withdrew its hand. 

luo chenxi patted her little head. she felt very gratified. 

his daughter was really too sensible! 

” tangtang, this … is really for you … ” 

when teng qingze saw that the little dumpling wasn’t willing to accept it, he immediately became 

anxious. however, he was still young and had never encountered such a situation before. he had no idea 

how to persuade the little dumpling. 

just as he was on the verge of tears, a familiar female voice came from behind. 

“xingchen, don’t be so polite. it’s just a hair clip. the two children played so well, so what was wrong 

with giving each other a small gift? you’re too polite! just take it as me thanking you for helping me take 

on such a good show.” 

teng siqing slowly walked toward them. 

unlike the homely look she had when she was in the villa, she had changed into an elegant professional 

suit, put on light makeup, and applied red lipstick on her lips. she immediately exuded an aura. 

1432 chapter 1436-one left, one right 

it was just a small change in her outfit, but teng siqing had changed from a gentle and patient mother to 

an international movie queen who was radiant under the media’s cameras. 

even luo chenxi could not help but take a few more glances at her. she was amazed by teng siqing’s 

beauty as expected. 

” siqing, you’re too kind. if there’s someone to thank, i should be the one thanking you. if you didn’t take 

up this role, i’m afraid we’d still be looking for the female lead! ” said luo chenxi with a smile. 

teng siqing shook her head. ” i’m not being polite. i’ve been studying the script seriously these few days 

and found that this movie really suits me! in addition, the cast and crew are so gorgeous … if i didn’t 

take on this film, i’m afraid i’d regret it in the future. qingze, why aren’t you giving the present to your 

little sister?” 



upon hearing teng siqing’s words, luo chenxi’s refusal would be seen as pretentious. 

she could only pat the little furball’s head and gesture for her to accept the hair clip. ” quickly thank 

brother qingze and auntie teng. ” 

“thank you, brother qingze! thank you, auntie teng!” 

the little dumpling finished speaking in an incomparably cheerful manner. she took the hair clip and 

turned around to raise it in front of luo chenxi. ” big sister, help tang tang put it on! ” 

“alright!” 

luo chenxi answered. she picked up the hair clip and was about to clip it on tang tang’s black, bright, and 

soft hair when she suddenly stopped. 

the little dumpling was already wearing a hair clip today, and it was the one that bo shaoxuan had given 

her! 
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this was xiao tuanzi’s favorite hair clip … 

“big sister?” 

“i’ll help you remove the hairpin on your head and get a new one.” 

luo chenxi returned to her senses. she was about to make a move when the little dumpling stopped her 

by shaking her little head. 

“it’s okay, i like the hair clip that brother shaoxuan gave me, don’t take it off. brother qingze’s gift isn’t 

over here!” 

the little ball pointed to the right side of its head. 

luo chenxi was slightly stunned upon hearing that. she felt that something was not quite right. 

however, when she met the little furball’s big, innocent eyes, she quickly realized that she had been 

overthinking … 

how could a child have such complicated thoughts? she just thought that the two hair clips were both 

beautiful and difficult to part with! 

” okay, then put it on the other side. our tang tang is so beautiful and cute! ” 

luo chenxi helped the little dumpling to adjust the positions of the two hair clips. she lowered her head 

and planted a kiss on her toot little face. 

the little dumpling was overjoyed and returned the kiss. 

the mother and daughter didn’t notice that when teng qingze heard the words “brother shaoxuan,” his 

eyes suddenly widened and his body froze. 



this morning, teng siqing had already made a field trip to the filming location of the production team. 

she had also finished communicating with yan heng and the others. after she picked up luo chenxi, she 

brought the mother and daughter back to the villa. 

as soon as they got into the car, the little dumpling took the initiative to sit beside teng qingze and 

started chattering. in a very familiar manner, she began to talk about her life at home these past few 

days. 

” brother qingze, tang tang has two little puppies. they’re both super cute. next time, you can come to 

our house … ” 

at first, teng qingze didn’t look too good. he sat up straight and didn’t want to talk to the little dumpling. 

however, the little furball completely ignored his sour face. her soft and sweet voice kept ringing out. 

not long after, the little boy couldn’t hold it in anymore and started chatting with the little furball. 

the two mothers smiled when they saw that the two little fellows were getting along well. 

luo chenxi thought of something. she turned around and asked, ” “siqing, you brought qingze to the 

production team just like that? is this good?” 

1433 the successful female lead 

” there are still a lot of people in the crew. aren’t you afraid that someone will reveal qingze’s identity? ” 

luo chenxi frowned in concern. 

teng siqing smiled. ” it’s fine. don’t worry. i’ll only tell the public that qingze is a relative’s child. he can 

just call me auntie. ” anyway, qingze doesn’t look like me. most people won’t think that he’s my son. my 

manager and assistant have been with me for many years. they’re very reliable and won’t tell anyone.” 

upon hearing this, luo chenxi could not help but turn around and take a glance at teng qingze. 

teng siqing was right. teng qingze and her … indeed did not look alike. he only inherited teng siqing’s 

peach-shaped eyes, which were filled with emotion. therefore, when he blushed shyly, he looked 

exceptionally cute. 

the little boy did not look like his mother, so he looked more like his father. 

however, luo chenxi felt that teng qingze’s petite face looked a little familiar … 

if he did not look like teng siqing, then … who did he look like? could it be that her father was someone 

she knew? 

luo chenxi thought about it for a while but could not come up with an answer. the nanny van stopped 

and they arrived at the teng family’s villa. 

she quickly forgot about this question. 

after playing at the teng family’s house for a day with the little dumpling and calling young master mu at 

night, he went to bed early. 
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…… 

the next day, the shooting of ” gorgeous turn ” continued. 

initially, teng siqing had planned to let the two little fellows stay in the villa. however, the little furball 

was too clingy to luo chenxi and insisted on following her. 

as a result, luo chenxi had no choice but to bring the two children along to the production unit. 

fortunately, no one in the production team linked teng qingze to teng siqing. most of them thought that 

teng qingze was brought in by luo chenxi. 

there were even people who asked luo chenxi if this was her second child with young master mu. 

the question rendered luo chenxi rather speechless. 

isn’t it obvious who’s older between teng qingze and tang tang? 

in reality, the production team’s work was not completely halted during luo chenxi’s break. they were 

focused on shooting the supporting role’s scenes, especially the scenes of the extras. 

now that the new female lead had reported to the production team, all the scenes that were to be 

reshot were all related to huo daining. 

the first scene was the one that zhong xiuna had messed up during the public visitation day. it was the 

second time the female lead, huo daining, and the male lead, xi tianze, met. 

when the two of them first met, huo daining had been treated as a maid by xi tianze because she was 

dressed so plainly. 

the second time they met, huo daining had dressed up to the nines. xi tianze didn’t recognize her at all, 

and was even stunned by her beauty. 

huo daining took the opportunity to tease xi tianze. after keeping him in suspense, she left him behind 

and left … 

for this scene, luo chenxi had spent more than ten days of effort to specially design and produce a dress 

that was full of fairy-like charm. in the end, zhong xiuna still could not fit in it! 

this time, in order to avoid the same situation, luo chenxi had measured teng siqing’s three 

measurements earlier and readjusted the dress ‘size according to her data. 

however, she was still not at ease. after all, the dress’s requirements for appearance and temperament 

were too high. it would not be an exaggeration to say that it was a demon-revealing mirror. 

zhong xiuna used to be a popular star known for her beauty. however, after wearing the dress, she 

looked like an auntie. 

not long after luo chenxi and the crew members had waited at the filming location, teng siqing walked 

out of the dressing room in her gown. 

for a time, exclamations of surprise rose one after another in the surroundings. 



1434 president he from guangxi entertainment came to visit! 

“beautiful! she’s really too beautiful!” 

“the last time i saw xingchen in this gown, i thought that no one else could pull it off except her. i didn’t 

expect that movie queen teng would be so beautiful as well! moreover, her temperament is completely 

different from xingchen’s, and they each have their own beauty!” 

” what kind of aura does movie queen teng have? she’s a true beauty. zhong xiuna can’t even compare 

to one of her fingers! ” 

“zhong xiuna even said that there’s a problem with the clothes designed by xing chen. i should really let 

her come over and see if there’s a problem with the clothes or with her! there are three of them 

wearing this gown, and she’s the only one who’s become an auntie. it’s really a slap in the face, and it’s 

so funny!” 

luo chenxi noticed that and nodded in secret. 

for a designer, it was the most gratifying thing for someone to be able to wear the clothes she designed 

so beautifully. 

moreover, teng siqing was indeed worthy of being an international best actress. her acting skills were 

also unparalleled. 

she and chu juncheng had great chemistry with each other. their acting was exceptionally exciting. luo 

chenxi was so engrossed in watching the scenes where they teased each other that her blood was 

boiling. 

“this is the real flirting between the male and female leads! movie queen teng was so beautiful that she 

was about to explode. she was simply a fairy! and film emperor chu, that look just now, my legs went 

soft! i can’t take it anymore, this old man’s maiden heart!” 

luo chenxi laughed along when she heard the young female assistant’s shrieks in the production team. 

teng siqing and chu juncheng’s acting skills were indeed excellent. 
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however, chu juncheng’s looks were just average in her eyes. after all, she had been looking at mu 

yichen’s face every day, so her standards had long since reached the heavens. now, she would think that 

any man she looked at was average. 

as expected, almost every one of teng siqing’s scenes was done in one take. 

it was only three o ‘clock in the afternoon when all of the scenes for the day were finished. it was 

completely different from zhong xiuna’s usual shooting of eight or nine o’ clock in the evening. 

yan heng was grinning from ear to ear. he walked to luo chenxi’s side as he called everyone to wrap up. 

“xingchen, it’s all thanks to you this time. if it wasn’t for you, how could we have gotten such a good 

female lead like teng siqing? i have a feeling that after teng siqing joins us, our movie will definitely have 

a good reputation and box office!” 



luo chenxi smiled and answered humbly,”it’s not my credit. it’s mainly because of your sincerity, director 

yan. that’s why movie queen teng was touched.” 

“tsk, you really think i don’t know? i’ve already heard from teng siqing’s manager that teng siqing was 

willing to take on this film mainly for her son …” 

at this point, yan heng paused and looked around to make sure that no one was paying attention to 

them. he then lowered his voice even more. ” by the way, xingchen, you went back this time … did you 

run into any trouble? ” 

“trouble?” luo chenxi had a puzzled expression on her face.’what do you mean? what trouble can i 

have?” 

her biggest worry usually was that her husband was too energetic and could not be satiated no matter 

how much she fed him. however, mu yichen was surprisingly considerate when she went back this time. 

he was not even jealous or angry when she wanted to bring the little dumpling to the production team. 

yan heng sighed and said, ” “sigh, it’s just … it’s about fu jiatong, right? i know you have the mu family’s 

support, but fu jiatong is the daughter of the president’s house! i heard from a big shot in the capital 

that the president even sent troops to the mu family to take someone away?” 

“what? there’s such a thing?” luo chenxi was taken aback. 

mu yichen did not tell her about this at all! 

however, after a few seconds, she calmed down. ” i’ll call my husband tonight and ask him. however, as 

far as i know, even the presidential palace can’t threaten the mu family. so, director yan, don’t worry, it 

won’t be a big deal.” 

she was very confident in young master mu’s ability. 

“that’s good, that’s good!” yan heng finally heaved a sigh of relief. 

as the two of them were talking, an assistant suddenly ran in from the door. 

as he ran, he shouted loudly. 

“director yan! director yan, something big has happened!” 

yan heng frowned. ” what’s going on? ” 

“it’s … it’s president he from guangxi entertainment!” 

1435 third young master he is low-key and mysterious 

hearing this, yan heng was stunned for a moment, still unable to come back to his senses. ” what? you 

mean … mr. he? isn’t it president bai from the bai pictures?” 

although ” a magnificent turn ” was co-invested by bai pictures and guangxi entertainment, and the 

investment amount of the he family and the bai family was about the same, it was always second young 

master bai who came to inspect the production team. 



as for he jinsi … everyone in the industry knew that guangxi entertainment was the largest artiste 

management company in china. he jinsi was also an important figure in the entertainment industry, but 

in reality, the number of people who had actually seen him could be counted on one hand. 

this third young master of the he family had always been hidden behind the scenes and especially didn’t 

like to be in the limelight. 

they were both big bosses in the entertainment industry. second young master bai’s scandal was 

reported every day, but news about third young master he was extremely rare. 

he … how could he suddenly come to inspect the production team? 

could it be that there had been a lot of scandals in the production team recently, and the filming process 

had been delayed because of the change in the female lead, so they had come to condemn her? 

the assistant’s face was full of anxiety as he desperately emphasized, ” really, director yan, i’m telling 

the truth! mr. he came personally and was already at the entrance of the set! w-what should we do 

now?” 

yan heng was shocked, ” what else can we do? hurry up and get president fan. we’ll go to the door to 

welcome third young master he!” 

as he was speaking, he walked toward the door in a hurry. halfway through, he suddenly remembered 

that luo chenxi was still by his side. he turned around hastily. ” miss xingchen, this … ” 

luo chenxi was not surprised at all. she nodded and smiled at yan heng. ” i’ll go with you, director yan. ” 

don’t be nervous, third young master he is just here to visit. second young master bai has been here a 

few times before, but i’ve never seen you so nervous.” 
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yan heng sneered. ” well … second young master bai is easy to talk to, but third young master he is 

different … ” 

“what’s different? he jinsi had a better temper than bai shixun. we’re doing a great job, what’s there to 

worry about?” 

when yan heng heard this, he suddenly remembered that he jinsi seemed to be young master mu’s good 

friend, and he heaved a sigh of relief. 

with luo chenxi’s presence, there was no investor that could not handle the matter! 

when the two of them arrived at the entrance of the set, fan yinghua was already there. she was 

standing respectfully in front of he jinsi and explaining the situation of the set to him. 

he jinsi was dressed in an iron-gray suit and had a serious expression on his face. he looked completely 

different from his usual gentle self. he now had the stern aura of a superior. 

“mr. he, i didn’t expect you to come to the set for an inspection. it’s our honor! please come in!” yan 

heng took advantage of the spy they were talking to and went over to greet them. 



he jinsi turned his head and gave him a slight nod. soon after, his gaze fell on luo chenxi, and the corners 

of his lips curled up ever so slightly. 

“third young master he, welcome to the set!” said luo chenxi with a smile. 

he jinsi burst out laughing. ” sister-in-law, aren’t you treating me like an outsider? ” if yichen hears you, 

he’ll blame me for bullying you.” 

upon hearing his words, a faint sense of helplessness emerged on luo chenxi’s face. ” sigh, mu yichen’s 

just too nervous. how could i possibly be bullied by anyone in the production team? i’ve even caused 

you to waste your time to make this trip personally.” 

she originally thought that since they were on set, they should do business as usual, but he jinsi 

obviously didn’t mean it that way. 

” sister-in-law, you’re too kind. today is the first day of filming and i happened to be on a business trip to 

the capital, so it’s only right that i drop by to take a look. “ 

1436 miss teng has already returned 

he jinsi spoke in a casual manner, but luo chenxi knew that he had rushed over on purpose because of 

mu yichen’s request. 

however, in front of outsiders, she didn’t want to get tangled up in this issue. 

she exchanged a few pleasantries with he jinsi, then pushed him away and walked to the side, giving yan 

heng and fan yinghua a chance to kiss up to this entertainment industry’s big financier. 

yan heng was a little worried at first, but when he saw that luo chenxi and he jinsi were so familiar with 

each other, he immediately put his heart at ease. 

at the same time, he also realized that this was a good opportunity for him to perform. 

yan heng didn’t dare to be negligent and personally led he jinsi around the production team. 

“… that’s the general situation of our crew. we’ve made very detailed arrangements for the costumes, 

props, and filming. although there was a lot of negative news about our crew on the internet a while 

ago, i can guarantee that these are just rumors! also, the person who started this has been fired from 

the crew …” 

” … but, mr. he, you came at a bad time. today’s shoot went too smoothly and we finished half an hour 

ago. otherwise, you could’ve watched us shoot and have a deeper understanding of our work. ” 

speaking of this, yan heng felt that it was quite a pity. 

all of teng siqing’s scenes were being filmed today! 

this international best actress’s acting skills were so outstanding that she passed every scene in one 

take. if she hadn’t finished filming yet, wouldn’t letting her perform in front of third young master he 

show how well he did his job? 
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thinking of this, yan heng quickly called an assistant over and asked him to call over all the actors in the 

crew today to receive the distinguished guest, third young master he. 

it didn’t take long for the actors to receive the news and rush over. 

who would want to miss the opportunity to show their face in front of third young master he? if she 

could win his favor and enter guangxi entertainment, she would definitely become a popular star in 

china! 

even though he jinsi was usually very easy-going in front of mu yichen and the others, he was still an 

arrogant and cold young master from a wealthy family in front of outsiders. he had a strong aura, and 

ordinary people did not even dare to make a sound in front of him. 

other than the male lead, chu juncheng, who was an artiste from guangxi entertainment and knew he 

jinsi for a long time, no one else dared to be rude. 

yan heng looked left and right, but didn’t see teng siqing’s figure. he couldn’t help but frown. 

she called her assistant over and asked in a low voice, ” “what’s going on? what about teng siqing? why 

didn’t she come over? you didn’t inform her?” 

the assistant hurriedly explained,”director yan, i just went to movie queen teng’s lounge to take a look, 

and there was no one inside.” i asked around, and i heard that miss teng went back with the little boy 

from xingchen’s family as soon as the shooting ended …” 

many people in the production crew thought that teng qingze was a young master from a wealthy family 

that luo chenxi had brought to play with her daughter. although yan heng knew the truth, he could not 

possibly reveal it. 

his brows furrowed even more. ” this … why did she leave in such a hurry! boss he from guangxi 

entertainment was here. she missed such a good opportunity! sigh, really!” 

although teng siqing was already very popular now, the ones who could really call the shots in the 

entertainment industry were still the investors who held huge sums of money in their hands. he jinsi 

was even more outstanding among them. 

it would definitely be good for her if she could get on third young master he’s good side. 

1437 as long as you can get together with third young master he, you’ll be able to reach the sky in one 

step! 

yan heng felt that it was a pity that teng siqing had missed the opportunity to show her face in front of 

third young master he. 

he thought for a moment and sighed. ” then forget it. ” 

teng siqing could only blame herself for her bad luck. 

after the assistant left, yan heng returned to he jinsi’s side and proposed to treat him to a meal on 

behalf of the crew. 

he jinsi wanted to reject her, but at that moment, the little dumpling appeared out of nowhere. 



she jogged over with her short legs, then pounced on he jinsi’s thigh and hugged him. 

“uncle he, do you always give tang tang good food?” the little dumpling’s big eyes blinked as it looked at 

him eagerly. 

“tangtang!” 

when he jinsi saw the little dumpling, he was very surprised and picked her up. 

however, when he heard her question, he froze for a moment. ” cough, cough, this … this … uncle he 

forgot, will tang tang forgive me? ” 

terrible! 
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he came to the production team to patrol this time. he did not expect that mu yichen, the number one 

jealous person in the universe, would be willing to let his wife and daughter come to the capital. 

he jinsi didn’t know that the little dumpling was here, so of course, he didn’t think of bringing a little 

dessert to please her. 

the little furball’s toot little face immediately collapsed. it kicked its short legs and was about to get off 

him. 

“alright, even if she did … big sister will buy lots of sex for tang tang …” 

the little fellow’s tone was as disappointed as it could be. 

she turned her head and pounced into luo chenxi’s arms. she ignored he jinsi. 

he jinsi had watched the little dumpling grow up and had always considered himself the little dumpling’s 

godfather. seeing how disappointed she was, he suddenly felt a strong sense of guilt. 

she quickly said, ” tang tang, don’t be unhappy. uncle he is treating you today. i’ll take you to a very 

delicious restaurant. eat your fill with strawberry cake! ” 

“really?” the little furball’s eyes lit up and it turned around. 

“it’s true!” he jinsi looked at her adorable expression and couldn’t help but smile. at the same time, he 

looked at yan heng and said, ” ” everyone has been working hard during the filming. today is a big day 

for the crew. let me, the investor, treat everyone to a meal at heavenly fragrance restaurant tonight to 

reward everyone. ” 

“what? it’s actually the heavenly fragrance tower!” 

” i heard that the heavenly fragrance restaurant is one of the most high-end hotels in the imperial city. 

ordinary people might not even be able to book a table half a year in advance. moreover, the price is 

ridiculously high … ” 

” as expected of third young master he. he casually invited us to such an expensive banquet … this is a 

true top-class family! ” 



the staff members present couldn’t suppress their excitement and started to discuss secretly. 

the actresses in the production team were even more excited. they looked at he jinsi with eagerness. 

with he jinsi’s status and wealth, even if he was an extremely greasy and wretched old man, they would 

be willing to take the initiative to get close to him. 

after all, as long as she could get close to him, even if she was just a mistress, she would be able to reach 

the sky in a single step! 

moreover, he jinsi was such a handsome and elegant man. his every move reflected the unique noble 

temperament of someone born into a rich family. he was like a walking aphrodisiac to women! 

unfortunately, no matter how coquettishly these female celebrities flirted and threw flirtatious glances 

at him, he jinsi’s expression remained cold. he did not even spare them a glance. other than talking to 

yan heng and fan yinghua, he would only show concern for his sister-in-law, luo chenxi. 

this made all the female celebrities wring their hands. 

they thought they wouldn’t have the chance today. who knew that he jinsi would take the initiative to 

invite the crew members to dinner! 

1438 sorry, i’m late! 

the female stars realized at the same time that this … was a heaven-sent opportunity! 

in a workplace like the film studio, no matter how confident they were in their seduction skills, they 

couldn’t show it. but it was a different story in the hotel. 

when they were drunk, the attraction between men and women became natural. 

yan heng turned his head and saw the eyes of the female stars under him. he immediately frowned in 

disgust. 

the entertainment industry was a big dye vat, and he could read these people’s minds. 

it was a pity that there were still a few good seedlings with good acting skills. unexpectedly, they were 

also unwilling to spend their efforts on honing their acting skills. 

except for teng siqing … 

when he thought of teng siqing, yan heng hurriedly called his assistant and secretly gave a few 

instructions. he asked him to inform teng siqing that the production crew’s investor was treating them 

to dinner tonight, and she had to attend the dinner at heavenly fragrance restaurant. 

the heavenly fragrance restaurant was one of the he family’s properties. when the manager heard that 

third young master he was coming, he immediately vacated the largest private room. 

after the group of people had taken their seats, the dishes were quickly served. every dish was a famous 

dish of the heavenly fragrance restaurant. 

people in the entertainment industry had strong social skills. after three rounds of drinking, the 

atmosphere at the scene was already hot. 



boxn ov el. c o m 

yan heng took the opportunity to chat with he jinsi for a long time. other than the movie ” gorgeous turn 

“, they also talked about the ideas for many new movies. 

he jinsi was also very interested, and the two of them had a very good conversation. 

just then, a coquettish female voice suddenly rang out behind he jinsi. ” third young master he, you 

didn’t touch your glass just now. do you think we’re not enthusiastic enough? ” 

he jinsi furrowed his brows imperceptibly when his conversation was interrupted. 

he turned around and saw yao feifei, the second female lead of ” magnificent turn “, standing in front of 

him. 

because the role of the second female lead was a vicious beauty, the actress yan heng chose was also 

the gorgeous type. 

she was no longer wearing the ordinary casual outfit she had worn on the set in the afternoon. 

in order to be able to stand out at the dinner party tonight, yao feifei had specially asked her assistant to 

rush to the hotel and bring her sexiest red tight-fitting dress. before she left, she had run to the lounge 

to change into it. she had even put on extremely seductive makeup. 

under the dim light of the restaurant, she looked like a vixen, charming and alluring. 

when yao feifei saw he jinsi’s stunned expression, she thought that he was stunned by her beauty. she 

couldn’t help but smile even more alluringly. 

” third young master he, i’m the second female lead, yao feifei. on behalf of the crew, let me give you a 

toast. it’s our honor to have you here today, especially me … i’ve been admiring you for a long time … ” 

she deliberately emphasized the word ” admiration. ” she extended her fingers, which were painted 

with red nail polish, and handed the glass to he jinsi. 

although these words didn’t sound too much on the surface, anyone who understood could tell what 

she was hinting at. 

the other female artistes were all upset and regretted their slow reactions, which allowed yao feifei to 

get the first move. 

however, to everyone’s surprise, he jinsi didn’t even look at yao feifei. he snorted.”miss yao, i’m sorry. 

i’m allergic to alcohol and can’t drink. besides, the ones who are really working hard on the crew are 

director yan and president fan. if you want to respect someone, you should respect them!” 

having been rejected by him on the spot, yao feifei’s face turned red and purple, completely 

embarrassed! 

in particular, the other female celebrities looked at her with ridicule, which made her angry but had 

nothing to vent. 

at this moment, there was the sound of hurried footsteps at the door. 



“director yan, i’m sorry, i’m late!” 

1439 i shouldn’t have seen him before 

with a clear and pleasant voice, the door of the private room was pushed open, and teng siqing’s figure 

appeared at the door. 

everyone’s eyes turned to her immediately. 

unlike the female stars in the private room who had heavy makeup on, teng siqing looked like she had 

just rushed over from home. she was only wearing a simple and generous plain dress, and she only had 

simple makeup on. 

but even such a simple dress could not hide her beauty. 

for a moment, all the other female celebrities present paled in comparison to her. 

when yan heng saw teng siqing appear, he was extremely happy and immediately waved at her. ” siqing, 

you’re finally here! you’re the female lead of this movie. it’s hard for guangxi entertainment’s mr. he to 

be inspected by our crew. if you don’t show up, it won’t make sense. quickly come and say hello to mr. 

he.” 

teng siqing nodded and took a few steps forward. she shifted her gaze to he jinsi, who was sitting in the 

main seat in the middle. 

then, he was slightly stunned. 

the man in front of her had an extremely handsome face. his jawline was deep and three-dimensional, 

and his facial features were perfectly proportioned. he was not inferior to popular idols and stars. 

however, the most eye-catching thing about him was the noble and cold aura that he naturally exuded. 

the man sat there without the usual arrogance and pride of a young master from a rich family. instead, 

he had a gentle and reserved smile on his face. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

however, no one would mistake him for someone else, because the aura he exuded was too strong. 

teng siqing stared at that handsome face for a long time, and her heart suddenly skipped a beat. 

she did not know why, but she felt that the man in front of her looked familiar, especially that pair of 

dark and deep eyes. it gave her a sense of deja vu. 

however, she had never seen this third young master he before. 

it was four years ago when third young master he took over guangxi entertainment. at that time, teng 

siqing had already left china and went to country M to secretly have a child and further her studies. it 

was impossible for the two of them to have the chance to meet … 

luo chenxi wiped the little dumpling’s lips that were covered in cream. she raised her head and saw teng 

siqing’s stunned expression. she thought that the little dumpling was worried that she would be 

reprimanded for being late, so she quickly spoke up in an attempt to help her out. 



“siqing, this is president he from guangxi entertainment. mr. he, siqing is my good friend and a very 

outstanding actress. it’s such a pity that you didn’t get to see her filming today. since siqing is here, let’s 

get to know each other. who knows, we might have many opportunities to work together in the future!” 

luo chenxi and teng siqing hit it off at first sight and had already treated her as a friend. that was why 

she was eagerly introducing her to he jinsi, hoping that he jinsi would support this good friend of hers. 

teng siqing had been in the entertainment industry for many years and understood the ways of the 

world. 

as soon as luo chenxi finished speaking, she immediately smiled at he jinsi. ” third young master he, 

you’re a famous person in the industry. i’ve been looking forward to meeting you for a long time. i didn’t 

expect to meet you here today. it’s a great honor. ” 

her attitude was neither servile nor overbearing, and she was elegant and friendly. 

luo chenxi nodded to herself. she felt that she had made the right choice. 

however, after waiting for a while, she realized that the room was completely silent. there was no sound 

at all. he jinsi did not make a sound or respond at all. 

luo chenxi could not help frowning. he jinsi was usually the easiest person to get close to among mu 

yichen’s childhood friends. he was even very polite to the maids at home. what was wrong with him 

today? he actually gave teng siqing an attitude? 

1440 could he jinsi have taken a fancy to teng siqing? 

the situation was a little awkward. 

luo chenxi could not help but turn around. ” jingsi, you … ” 

she suddenly stopped mid-sentence. 

that was because she was surprised to find that he jinsi was staring straight at teng siqing. his deep eyes 

were focused on teng siqing’s delicate little face, and he didn’t even blink. 

luo chenxi’s heart skipped a beat. 

oh no, could he jinsi have taken a fancy to teng siqing? 

she had never seen third young master he stare at a girl like this! 

of course, just from their appearance, the two of them were quite compatible. however, teng siqing was 

already engaged. moreover, he had a son as old as teng qingze … 

luo chenxi was about to say something, but before she could speak, yao feifei, who was still clinging to 

he jinsi’s side and refused to leave, suddenly spoke and broke the silence in the room. 

“teng siqing, although you’re the first female lead in our production team, how can you make third 

young master he wait for so long? what was third young master he’s status? he’s treating everyone to a 

meal and you’re almost an hour late. what’s going on?” 

yao feifei glared at teng siqing, her eyes filled with a mixture of jealousy and hatred. 
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after learning that teng siqing had joined the crew and become the new female lead, the person who 

was the most unhappy was yao feifei. 

yao feifei was also a well-known beauty in the entertainment circle. moreover, her acting skills were the 

best among all the popular starlets. it was just that she did not have a strong background like zhong 

xiuna. so, even though she was already 26 years old, she was still hovering between the second and 

third tier. 

this time, being able to be selected for the ” magnificent turn ” cast and even getting the role of the 

second female lead was a very important opportunity for her. 

although she wasn’t the female lead, the first female lead, zhong xiuna, was a real flower vase. her 

acting skills were very awkward, which contrasted with her outstanding acting skills as the second 

female lead. 

after zhong xiuna had been fired from the production team, many people on the internet had called for 

yao feifei to replace her as the new female lead. 

yao feifei also thought that it was very possible. after all, it was too difficult to find a big star to join the 

crew at the last minute. 

however, who knew that not only did the production team find a suitable female lead, but it was also 

the international movie queen, teng siqing, who had become very popular recently! 

moreover, on the first day of filming, teng siqing had already compared yao feifei to trash. 

originally, when she was acting with zhong xiuna, yao feifei had thought that her acting skills were not 

bad, and she had even received yan heng’s praise from time to time. however, when compared to teng 

siqing, whose acting skills were truly explosive, her every move seemed stiff and dull. 

the few NG takes that day were all caused by yao feifei’s mistakes. 

yan heng even lectured yao feifei angrily, telling her to hone her acting skills and learn from this senior, 

teng siqing, with a humble heart! 

senior … 

when she heard yan heng call teng siqing her “senior,” yao feifei’s nose almost went crooked from 

anger! 

this was because she was the same age as teng siqing, and she had started cultivating earlier than teng 

siqing! 

back then, teng siqing was famous for her messy relationships between men and women. to put it 

bluntly, didn’t she climb up by relying on men? he had the nerve to be her ‘senior’? 

now that she had finally found an opportunity, yao feifei was naturally not going to let her go. 

hearing this, teng siqing recovered from her daze and her face darkened. 



she could tell that yao feifei was deliberately saying all this to mock her! 

however, she was indeed late. 

there was a young child like teng qingze in the family. as his mother, she couldn’t just leave as she 

pleased. she had to make arrangements for her son before leaving. 

 


